Custom Indoor and Outdoor Signs - Vehicle Wraps - Trade Show Displays

Spark Signs & Graphics - Boosting Business
Exterior Signage at Oxford Athletic Club
Our work at Oxford Athletic Club continues
with these awesome exterior signs! We
fabricated three 6 foot diameter Oxford
logo signs that are each backlit and
change colors. One was placed above the
main entrance and the other two hang
from a monument sign we built and
installed. In addition, we just completed
covering the entire bank of windows to the
left of the entrance with dot pattern
graphics. Watch for the main floor of the
club to open on Monday, November 5th.

Check out some of our other client work.

ESS NexTier - Building Sign

KeyStone Compliance - Monument Sign

We helped ESS NexTier Insurance Group add
branding to the beautiful new Armstrong High
School stadium by putting up framing and signage
in two areas. First, we placed a 4' x 20' sign on the
exterior of the locker room (shown here) and a
larger sign (5' x 36') on the back side of the press
box, which every passing car on to the campus
will see.

Keystone Compliance, an award winning testing
company in New Castle, had a vision for the two
lighted signs we fabricated and installed for them.
They wanted a tall sign (shown here) that enabled
their name to run vertically, complete with push
thru lighted acrylic in their orange brand color.
The second sign, a lighted cabinet, was placed at
the entrance of their campus.

Three Rivers Karting - Lighted Cabinet Sign

Sewickley Creek Greenhouse - Exterior Signs

Do you feel the need for speed? Three Rivers
Karting, opening in November in Leetsdale, will
provide excitement and an adrenaline rush to
those interested in a true racing experience.
We fashioned a 3' x 10' lighted cabinet sign in
the shape of their logo and placed it over their
entrance to brand the new company. Check them
out for individual racing or corporate events.

As part of a rebranding for Sewickley Creek
Greenhouse, our team designed a new logo,
replaced an aging post and panel and updated
their main building sign. We also designed a
banner system that allows for banners to be
switched out by season. Stop by the Greenhouse
to visit their Christmas store, and check out our
blog for more details on the project.

YouthPlaces - Various Signage

We had the pleasure recently of working with YouthPlaces, an organization that serves youth in highrisk communities with high quality after-school programs. We replaced their main exterior sign (and
included another non-profit, Gwen's Girls, that is located in the same building), window graphic, lobby
signs and banners. We also fabricated and installed two acrylic room identification signs.

Connect with us.
Log on to our website to learn more about
the types of custom signs we create, or
stop by our showroom, from where we
serve the entire Pittsburgh
area.









